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Services, programs offer traditional experiences

HIGH HOLIDAYS TO RETAIN GRANDEUR
IN NEW DIGITAL SETTING
Despite the Covid-19 pandemic, Sherith Israel will maintain the majesty of its High
Holiday services—but our connection with God and Jews worldwide will be digital. Says Rabbi Jessica Graf, “Our goal is to offer the spirit of our prayers and a sense
of community in the digital space for a different but deeply meaningful experience.”
As always, Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur services will be more formal than our
Friday-night Shabbat services. “Most of the year, we concern ourselves with intimacy.
For the High Holidays, people want ceremony and grandeur.”
What is key, says Rabbi Graf, is that “congregants will virtually walk into the sanctuary for a familiar High Holiday experience with me, Cantor Toby Glaser and music
director Jonathan Dimmock.” Our professional choir will again play an integral role
in our services. Rabbi Abby Phelps will lead family-oriented services.
The main evening and morning services will not be interactive because of the practical limits of technology. Still, Rabbi Graf states, “Congregants will hear and feel what
they’ve come to expect.”
An outline of the service and a “mini-machzor” (High Holiday prayerbook) will be
mailed so digital attendees can participate at home while knowing that fellow congregants are doing the same. This will enable Sherith Israel’s “digital minyan” to reach
out to each other in spirit.
High Holidays continues, page 7
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Toby, or not Toby—no longer a question

CANTOR GLASER JOINS
SHERITH ISRAEL CLERGY TEAM
On July 31, a full month after his scheduled start date, Cantor
Toby Glaser began his tenure as Sherith Israel’s cantor. The following Friday, he and music director Jonathan Dimmock joined
forces in the sanctuary for Kabbalat Shabbat services, providing
the Zoom congregation a glimpse of our musical future.
Cantor Glaser’s start was delayed while he waited for his work
visa to be approved. Once on the job, there was no time for a
leisurely introduction to the congregation. Rabbi Jessica Graf
said that the original plans to let congregants get to know our
new cantor had to be scrapped. “He could have been meeting
with congregants in July, teaching classes and doing drumming
sessions.” Instead, he was immediately thrown into preparations
for the High Holidays. He and Jonathan have spent hours every
day in the sanctuary, working on musical arrangements for High
Holiday services and prerecording portions of the services.
Cantor Glaser continues, page 6

WHY IS JONATHAN DIMMOCK SMILING? Because he’s in love
with our new grand piano. Read all about it on page 6.

A MOMENT WITH
CANTOR TOBY GLASER
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TURNING AROUND WITHOUT MOVING

T: 415.346.1720
F: 415.673.9439

Being a cantor resonates differently for
different Jewish cultures and communities. In my home country of Australia, when telling someone I am a cantor,
the reply is, more often than not, “But
what’s your day job?”
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Cantor, or hazzan, has always represented a more fluid and ambiguous title than
rabbi. This has never been truer than in
2020. Our liturgy tells us, Nishmat kol
chai t’vareich et shimcha or “The breath
of every living thing shall praise You.”
During the Covid-19 epidemic, we continue to breathe through our worship,
but these breaths of praise are processed
and formatted into digital signals, something our ancestors never could have
comprehended. What does this do to our
worship?
I keep coming back to a famous article
by Cantor William Sharlin, “When the
Hazzan Turned Around.” Previously,
the hazzan always led a community facing the ark rather than the congregation.
Sharlin argues that the role of the cantor “was paradoxical. On the one hand
he was surrounded by a community
of worshippers whose presence he felt
deeply, and on the other hand, he isolated himself from them whenever he
entered prayer.” The frontal tradition of
the cantor and rabbi facing the community was a product of Western European
assimilation and led to today’s more
performative style of worship. Sharlin
laments, “The cantor, and now also the
rabbi, inhibited by self-consciousness,
have turned to new roles: officiant and

performer. Instead of praying alone as
part of the Assembly, they now lead in
prayer, an experience which is as static
as it is mechanical.”
Digital worship imposes a burden when
the cantor is unable to feel the breath
energy of a community, to engage with
the congregation’s limitless idiosyncrasies in melody and rhythm and phrasing
developed over generations. Nevertheless, we are given an unnamed blessing.
Although the hazzan occupies a performative and frontal role, we are, also
in a sense, engaged in our own private
prayer, perhaps in our living rooms or
in an empty sanctuary, without performative frontal leadership. Although the
cantor is responsible for the prayers of
the community, in a very real and physical way we now have full access to the
spontaneity and solitude which Sharlin
argues was robbed from the cantorate
with the performative nature of modern
worship.
Sharlin concludes with the rhetorical
question, “Perhaps the challenge lies
in our ability to find seclusion and true
prayer by turning around without moving at all?” There are many sides to the
debate on digital worship and how it can
be meaningful. Viewed through Sharlin’s lens, it opens a world of spontaneity
and private introspection which may enable us to “turn around without moving
at all” and cherish this time for solitary
worship—both as cantor and congregant. n
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PEOPLE OF THE BOOK
“David addressed the words of this song to the Lord, after the Lord had
saved him from the hands of all his enemies . . .” — 2 Samuel 22:1
King David was a complex man. A great
warrior, he built a great kingdom. He
also was violent and a womanizer. Add
to that, he was a singer/poet who, as
a boy, sang to calm the troubled King
Saul. Traditionally hailed as the writer
of many of the Psalms, David addressed

his gratitude to God in song: “O Lord, my
crag, my fastness, my deliverer! / O God,
the rock wherein I take shelter.” Music
touches the human soul. In many forms,
it plays an integral role in Jewish worship and celebration. n

Questions for

RABBI JESSICA GRAF
A recurring theme in the history of the Jewish people is being displaced
from our homes. We were exiled by Babylonia and Rome and expelled from
Egypt, Spain and Europe. Now with Covid-19, we’ve been booted out of our
sanctuary, our spiritual home. We asked Rabbi Jessica Graf to comment on
how responding to the coronavirus has affected Sherith Israel.

Q: How has our exile into the Zoom diaspora
made you rethink the role of the synagogue?
A: In this strange time, when we’re not together in person,
the opportunity to share our lives over Zoom has been
surprisingly positive. In some ways, the small breakout
conversations during Shabbat services and meetings have
allowed people to connect who may not otherwise have
met before. In the sanctuary, people usually stick to their
favorite seats. And, since everyone is connecting from
their own home on Zoom, there is a certain informality
that we don’t have in the sanctuary. And we never have to
worry about parking!
Kidding aside, I think this time of physical distance has
reminded us that the role of a synagogue is to bring together people searching for meaning through a Jewish
lens. Synagogue communities allow people to observe
lifecycle moments together, to study together and to be
part of a multi-generational network of Jews exploring
life’s big questions together. I see synagogues as creating
communities rather than as strictly religious or spiritual
places. We are building a supportive community within a
larger world.
In some ways, being a virtual community has only proven
how strong our bonds are. The current constraints on inperson worship have recommitted our community to being a place of meaning and comfort for every member.
Our well-attended study programs are addressing current
topics. And our members have reached out to each other,
checking in, bringing food and supporting each other.
We’ve continued to prepare meals for homebound folks
and San Francisco shelters through our HaMotzi and
Chicken Soupers programs.

Q: The Sherith Israel team has been impressive
in adapting to our new circumstances. Jews
have had to adapt and improvise many times
in our history. How does your view of Judaism’s
ability to adapt inform the choices you and the
team have made during the last few months?
A: Our people has experienced all kinds of hardship
over the centuries and around the world. These past few
months are nothing compared to what we have experienced in other times and places! Through the ages, we’ve

become experts at adapting and creatively rethinking Jewish life. Many of Judaism’s most interesting laws and practices have grown out of our adaptation to difficulty. We’re
just leaning on millennia of practice as we adapt to Covid!

Q: What kinds of practical support have
congregants called on Sherith Israel to assist
with?
A: Early on we contacted every member of the congregation to find out how they were impacted. Most of the support congregants have needed has not been medical. In
our community people have been impacted by isolation.
Depression is a big issue, as is unemployment or partial
employment. Our help has been more about information,
networking, connections, combatting isolation. So many
people are feeling alone as they undergo non-Covid related
medical procedures or watch a loved one without being
able to provide support. Covid-19 has made everything so
much more difficult.
We’re addressing issues of isolation by helping people connect through technology. Not having good access to the
internet prevents people from making social connections
at this time of virtual interaction, so getting our congregants connected has been a priority. We’ve helped people
download Zoom or upgrade their hardware or software so
that they can attend services or meetings at Sherith Israel.
Our thanks to executive director Gordon Gladstone, who
has become our resident tech support expert! Helping with
technology has helped many people combat their isolation.

Q: Someday we’ll be back in the sanctuary and
the school building. What lessons have we
learned that we can carry forward?
A: While I look forward to being back together in person
soon, I am very grateful for our wonderful community. We
have really rallied and proven that our community extends
far, far beyond the walls of our building. We’ve learned
that we really do like being together! And that our community can withstand—and even be strengthened by—adversity. We’re here to support one another in good times
and in pandemic times.
Please call if there is anything we can do to help. n
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Trusted info from trusted sources

CONVERSATIONS FROM THE FRONT LINES
Last April, barely six weeks after we
began to shelter in place, Sherith Israel
congregants and friends were invited
to a special Zoom conversation. They
asked questions and heard straight talk
about Covid-19, the mysterious virus that
has kept the nation virtually shut down
and the congregation out of the sanctuary for much of the year. The innovative
program was hosted by Dr. Jonathan
Graf, a rheumatologist, UCSF professor
of medicine and husband of Rabbi Jessica Graf.
“People were really struggling with
what was going on around the pandemic. They were getting conflicting information, information that was wrong,
confusing and incomplete,” comments Dr. Graf. “The idea for the
conversations was to be a trusted
source of information that the
community could have confidence
in and take comfort from.”

structor at Harvard Medical School. A
Sherith Israel confirmand and son of
Susan and Leland Faust, Dr. Faust has
written for the New York Times and the
Washington Post, and has appeared on
CNN, CNBC, MSNBC, NBC, ABC’s 20/20
and NPR. He added a public-health perspective and informed projections to the
overall Covid conversation.
The program also included a session
about Israeli technology and innovation
featuring physician-scientist and inventor Dr. Daniel Kraft and Steven Schoenfeld, founder of BlueStar Indexes, a fund
that specializes in emerging markets.
The series continued with conversa-

Dr. Lauren Allerhand, a psychologist
and post-doctoral fellow at Stanford University specializing in mental health and
teens; Dr. James Davis, a physician with
a longtime interest in aging and life transitions; and social worker Lee Pollak,
whose career has focused on eldercare
and bereavement.
“We are fortunate to have such a deep
and knowledgeable talent pool to draw
on for firsthand information,” says
Rabbi Graf, who initiated the series
as the Covid-19 situation was heating
up. “Synagogues are great places for
us to explore issues of the day through
a Jewish lens. They have survived and
thrived for thousands of years because
they are meeting places as
well as houses of study and
worship.”
Rabbi Graf further notes, “As
we come into the synagogue
from the public realm, we
bring whatever is happening in the world with us. The
synagogue is a trusted institution and a safe place to explore the world together.”

With that idea in mind Rabbi Graf
asked Dr. Graf to pull together the
conversations because of his work
at UCSF. “Jessica asked me to recruit people from within the congregation to highlight the spectrum of talent we have right here
at Sherith Israel,” he adds. “Not
only is this a program for the congregation; it’s also a program from
this talented community.”

As if a once-in-a-century
pandemic wasn’t enough,
on Memorial Day racial justice burst into everyone’s
WELCOME YOUR HONOR: San Francisco Mayor
consciousness with the
killing of George Floyd in
London Breed joined CSI for a Zoom conversation that
Minneapolis. Protests filled
For the first session on April
covered Covid-19, homelessness and racial injustice.
the streets and the words
29, Dr. Graf was joined by two
Our conversation with the mayor was part of a series,
Black Lives Matter reverberSherith Israel congregants who
Conversations from the Front Lines, bringing trusted
ated across the country and
work on the front lines of the Bay
information about issues of the day to the congregation.
throughout the Bay Area
Area’s coronavirus response: pulamong people of all races
monologist Dr. Meghan Marmor,
and religions. “With the raa member of Stanford University’s
cial-justice movement comCovid-19 Critical Care Task Force,
tions with other experts in their fields.
ing
into
focus,
it became clear that we
and Dr. Erin Gordon, a UCSF physicianDr. Bennett Zier, professor of internal
needed
to
turn
our attention in that discientist working on genetic variables
medicine at UCSF and medical director
rection,”
comments
Rabbi Graf. “As with
associated with asthma, a risk factor for
at San Francisco’s Campus for Jewish
the
Covid
conversation,
the synagogue
Covid-19. They described the situations
Living, and Dr. Valerie Flaherman, asis the perfect place to explore pressing
at their hospitals and answered quessociate professor of pediatrics at UCSF
social issues.”
tions congregants sent in ahead of time
and director of the newborn nursery at
or asked in the chat function.
UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospital, disFor CSI’s first community-wide socialcussed how Covid-19 affects the oldest
justice Zoom conversation, Rabbi Graf
A week later, Dr. Graf hosted a similar
and youngest patients.
hosted Wanda Holland Greene, a naconversation with Dr. Jeremy Faust, an
emergency physician at Brigham and
Women’s Hospital in Boston and an in-

Another session explored the mentalhealth implications of quarantine with

tionally recognized educator and head
of The Hamlin School in San Francisco,
Conversations continues, page 5
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CONVERSATIONS, from page 4
and her husband, Robert Greene, CEO/
principal of Cedar & Burwell Strategic
Consulting, specializing in organizational development, diversity and inclusion leadership and organizational culture.
“Wanda Holland Greene is an extraordinary educator; she’s one of my heroes,”
says Rabbi Graf, who serves on Hamlin’s
alumnae board. “Race is always part
of the work she does. She sees it as a
necessary topic that most people avoid.
But even in this tense national moment,
she was able to respond with love, not
anger, and engage us in meaningful,
honest conversation.”
Perhaps the most exciting conversation from the front lines was the July
22 half hour we spent with San Francisco Mayor London Breed. Rabbi Graf
met Mayor Breed at the interfaith service

convened when the mayor was formally
inaugurated. A member of the San Francisco Interfaith Council board, Rabbi
Graf was invited to give a Jewish prayer
at that event. “Mayor Breed is really on
the front lines—Covid, racial injustice,
homelessness,” says Rabbi Graf. Congregants were able to hear firsthand about
the issues facing San Francisco.
Mayor Breed talked about growing up,
raised by her grandmother in public
housing not far from Sherith Israel. “My
grandmother talked about the Depression and the need to be ready because
anything could happen at any time,” the
mayor told the congregation via Zoom.
“I never thought we’d be living through
a pandemic, especially in light of how
advanced medicine is nowadays, with
all the hospitals in San Francisco and
the access to incredible care and cutting-

edge research. Never did we think we
could be in a place like this.”
At the end of the interview, Rabbi Graf
asked the mayor what we at Sherith Israel could do to help. “She asked for our
prayers. I loved that she answered from
her own vocabulary,” comments Rabbi
Graf. “There was a lot of bridge-building
in the way she brought us into the conversation.”
Conversations from the Front Line will
continue. Check your Under the Dome
email every Tuesday for upcoming
events highlighting local experts on the
day’s pressing issues. And if you missed
any of the conversations, you can find
videos of the sessions on the Sherith Israel YouTube channel. The link is on our
homepage, www.sherithisrael.org. n

The conversations continue

TALMUD STUDY AND ANTIRACISM BOOK GROUPS TACKLE HARD TOPICS
While it’s great to hear from experts,
Sherith Israel congregants are also
delving deeper. They’re talking with
each other in newly established antiracism discussion groups and in Rabbi
Abby Phelps’ new Talmud class, which
meets at 5 pm Thursdays on Zoom.
“Our Talmud group began in response
to Covid-19,” says Rabbi Phelps. “We
started reading excerpts from the Talmud, specifically Tractate Ta’anit (literally ‘fast,’ as in fasting in response to
a natural disaster), to see if there was
anything for us to learn from it in our
current circumstances.”
Fifteen to 20 people have been engaging
in meaty conversations. When the Black
Lives Matter movement grabbed the nation’s attention, the study group changed
its focus to racial justice. Now they are

studying Mishnah Avodah Zarah—literally, “strange worship,” or what Judaism
calls idolatry.
“We wanted to see what we could learn
from the Mishnah if we think of racism
and white supremacy as forms of idolatry,” explains Rabbi Phelps. “The more
we’ve been exploring it, the more we’re
finding crossover. Looking at white supremacy as a form of idolatry has been
illuminating. In times of challenge, it’s
good to revisit the ‘technology’ Jews
have relied on for centuries.”
In addition, the social action committee
initiated a series of lay-led discussions
on antiracism. “The committee came up
with a list of things to do in response
to Black Lives Matter,” comments cochair Stacy Passman. Two things that
top the list are voter engagement (see

page 12) and discussions of books that
have gained national attention, including White Fragility by Robin DiAngelo,
Between the World and Me by Ta-Nehisi
Coates and How to Be an Antiracist by
Ibram X. Kendi.
“I am deeply concerned about racial
justice and racial equality in America,”
comments congregant Jesse Ratner, a
marketing consultant and copywriter
who facilitates one of the discussion
groups. So many people expressed interest that a second group was formed,
led by former board member Amy Widdowson. “Race can be difficult to talk
about,” says Jesse. “But as a Jewish community, we have an obligation to fight
for social justice. The discussion groups
are like Torah Study, but this time we’re
studying American politics.” n
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CANTOR GLASER, from page 1
Rabbi Graf is eager to have the congregation meet Cantor Glaser and appreciate his unique warmth and playfulness. What
convinced her that she wanted him to be CSI’s next cantor was
his ability to connect with people, a quality that the search
committee saw as well. She sees Cantor Glaser’s tenure as “an
exciting new chapter.”
If Rabbi Graf and the search committee were drawn to Cantor
Glaser’s warmth—not to mention his musical talents—he was
attracted to Sherith Israel by our combination of tradition and
innovation, our commitment to social action and the beauty of
our sanctuary. San Francisco’s reputation as a “town that cares
about food and wine” also played a part.
He is also excited to begin working with Rabbi Graf and Rabbi
Abby Phelps. “Jessica is very warm and giving,” he notes, “and
Abby is upfront and honest. There is not a lot of pretense.” He
was unable to begin working with them until his visa was approved.

KNOCKING ON HEAVEN’S (CSI’s) DOOR: Cantor Toby

Cantor Glaser and congregational president Lindsay Braunig
both describe the period before he was able to start work
as unsettling. Cantor Glaser recalls, “I signed my contract on
February 26—my birthday—also the date of the first U.S. death
from Covid-19. My lease in New York was up, and I couldn’t
go home to Australia.” He looks forward to exploring his new
home and meeting as many congregants as possible.

Glaser started his tenure at Sherith Israel under the new

Lindsay explains, “Even before Covid-19, when we signed the
contract, we were told the normal processing time was three
to five months.” Then, as time went on, there were indications
that the administration was tightening the specific visa program that Cantor Glaser would be utilizing. Board member
Richard Johns had a contact in Senator Dianne Feinstein’s
office, who was able to follow up with U.S. Customs and Immigration and help keep the process moving.

the several weeks after Cantor David Frommer left and before
Cantor Glaser officially arrived. But, she adds, she was “getting
nervous about the cantor’s other duties—especially b. mitzvah
training.” Lindsay was really happy to see Cantor Glaser and
music director Jonathan Dimmock together in the sanctuary.
“I’m filled with joy every time I hear Cantor Glaser sing.”

Lindsay was grateful to Cantor Richard Newman, who Zoomed
in from Milwaukee to fill in at Kabbalat Shabbat services for

normal of virtual Kabbalat Shabbat services. Despite our
social distance, the congregation welcomes Cantor Glaser
into the CSI family and looks forward to greeting him in
person soon.

As to the delay, Cantor Glaser remarks that his liminal status
was “typical of Judaism” with our constant need to adapt and
remain relevant. And now, we’re all very glad he’s here. n

NEW YAMAHA CONCERT GRAND GRACES SANCTUARY
It’s not even Rosh Hashanah, but it was Chanukah in August for music director
Jonathan Dimmock. The reason for his delight? Sherith Israel’s newly acquired Yamaha
concert grand. The beautiful instrument — “like having a Ferrari in the sanctuary,”
according to executive director Gordon Gladstone — was funded in part by a generous
gift from congregant Jim Blattner in memory of his father, Bernard Blattner.
On a recent morning, Jonathan was in heaven playing the new instrument and hearing
the way it reached the back of the sanctuary. It replaces the congregation’s century-old
baby grand, which, despite Jonathan’s skill, simply lacked the heft to fill the space. Our
new concert grand is one of Yamaha’s best pianos, which the company ships around
the country for performers like Sir Elton John, Sir Paul McCartney and Maestro Michael
Tilson-Thomas. According to Jonathan, the Japanese tuner who accompanied the piano to Sherith
Israel said it was in perfect shape. “He told me that it was his favorite piano,” Jonathan says, “and that he missed it
already.”
Gordon notes that we still have $12,000 of the $42,000 purchase price to raise, and he welcomes contributions to our
Piano Fund so we can all have a part in filling the sanctuary with beautiful music.
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BEHIND THE SCENES WITH
GORDON GLADSTONE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

THE FISCAL CONSEQUENCES OF DIGITAL HIGH HOLIDAYS
Shanah tovah!
As Covid-19 drives more and more synagogue programming
into the digital space, I’m reminded of the jokes from the
dot.com era in the late 90’s. They centered on the question,
“How do you monetize that?” In an era of all-digital services
that question looms over our heads once again.
In a normal year Sherith Israel benefits from a convergence of
being equipped with a large sanctuary, offering an outstanding
holiday service and providing capacity for numerous
nonmembers. There isn’t another synagogue in San Francisco
that can boast all three. Therefore, we have many paying
guests each year. That revenue helps defray many of the costs
associated with the holidays. It is a win-win for congregants,
the synagogue and our guests.
In addition, it is a long-held belief among rabbis, executive
directors and synagogue presidents that the threat to withhold
High Holiday tickets is what prompts many members of
synagogues to renew each year. Our own membership
donations do indeed have a bump around the holidays, even if
we are unsure about whether receiving High Holiday tickets is
the motivation.

This year is different. With the flick of a mouse, you will be
able to attend services anywhere. You can tune into services
from any synagogue, any city, any denomination. On the other
side, the costs of digital production will be new and significant.
This brings us to you: Member-donors are the reason that
Sherith Israel has thrived for 169 years. You will be the reason
we will be here for generations to come. If you have already made
your membership donation this year, thank you. If your income
has been hurt by the economy, please let me know so we can
adjust your membership donation. On the other hand, if your
income and portfolio have remained steady and your expenses
have dropped (no dining out or travel and no required IRA
distributions), please consider increasing your Annual Fund
commitment this year. As important as the Annual Fund is for
our fiscal health every year, it will be all the more important
this year, and your generosity will make a huge difference.
Sherith Israel will always be here for you, whatever “here”
might mean; we know that you will always be here for Sherith
Israel as well. n

HIGH HOLIDAYS, from page 1
Executive director Gordon Gladstone has spent a great deal of
time finding the right technology to make services available
to a large number of people. That has included looking beyond
Zoom, which CSI utilizes for Friday-night Kabbalat Shabbat
services, Saturday-morning Torah study and other programs.
“We need better video and audio quality,” Gordon says, “to
meet the demands of this special time of year.”
The clergy team has carefully chosen prayers and their settings, including the traditional nusach (melodies) that will
enable congregants to feel the emotion of the High Holidays.
“All the greatest hits,” quips Rabbi Graf. Because few congregants have the Reform Movement’s current machzorim, a number of readings have been eliminated. To fit the digital environment, services will place a greater emphasis on contemplative
music. The piano, organ and choir will create as much of the
traditional musical sound as possible with Cantor Glaser on the
bima, Jonathan at the keyboards and the choir spaced safely in
the sanctuary.
Services will include core High Holiday prayers such as Avinu
Malkeinu, Ashamnu, key components of the Amidah and the
blowing of the shofar. Torah readings also will be offered, but
briefer and with a single aliyah. Sermons will be delivered only
in the evening. Rabbi Phelps will lead interactive studies of the
Torah portions in the afternoons.
Three Zoom focus groups helped the clergy team and Gordon
pinpoint what congregants find most essential in High Holiday

services. “Many comments confirmed what we thought,” says
Gordon. “Sound quality is critical. Just as important, services
have to be shorter, more compact. There’s a limit to how much
time people can spend comfortably at their screens. And congregants understood that choices had to be made.”
Tot Yontif services on Rosh Hashanah Eve and Kol Nidre will
be led by Rabbi Phelps. They will be intimate, somewhat like
a Seder. They’ll also be short—about 45 minutes. While oriented to families, they’re open to everyone. “Morning youth
programs will be playful and interactive,” says Rabbi Phelps.
Cantor Glaser emphasizes, “We want this to feel like a unique
spiritual experience which pays homage to the traditions of the
High Holidays within the Sherith Israel community. We also
want to acknowledge at this unique time in our congregation’s
history the need for innovation and pragmatism. Our High Holidays will evoke recollections of wonderful musical moments
from years past, while leaving space for new and fresh perspectives on our ancient liturgy.”
With our lives so different this year, Rabbi Graf considers it
vital that everyone come to High Holiday services with open
hearts and minds to share old-but-new experiences in keeping
with the spiritual significance of the season. “Hopefully, we’ll
be together in our sanctuary next year, but the here-and-now
demands we make adjustments and move forward. Jews have
always done that.” n
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WHAT’S HAPPENING

Almost
all events below are livestreamed
on Zoom. For meeting details, visit
sherithisrael.org/joinusonzoom.

Don’t have internet access? Call Gordon Gladstone,
415.346.1720, x25, or Peter Bonos, 415.346.1720, x24,
ahead of time to learn how to connect to events by phone.

Shabbat Services

Sukkot and Simchat Torah

FRIDAY EVENINGS

SHABBAT - EREV SUKKOT

6 pm: Kabbalat Shabbat
Welcome Shabbat and leave your week
behind with Rabbi Jessica Graf, Rabbi
Abby Phelps, Cantor Toby Glaser and
musical director Jonathan Dimmock.
Share a wonderful experience with
friends old and new.

SATURDAY MORNINGS

9:15 am: Torah Study
Join Rabbi Abby Phelps and an eager group
of congregants and guests. People have
attended from as far off as Melbourne,
Australia; Lima, Peru; and Mexico City.
Discuss key passages from the weekly
portion with commentary both ancient and
modern.

Sounds of the Sanctuary
During the month of Elul, in preparation
for the High Holidays, our musical team
will introduce the instruments that create
the sacred sounds of the Days of Awe.

THE SHOFAR CALLS

Wednesday, September 9, 6 pm
Join expert shofar maker and CSI member
Maurice Kamins on a tour of his workshop.
He’ll explain the many animals and shofar
styles represented in his collection.
Maurice will also take participants’
questions. Cantor Toby Glaser will give us
background on the history of the shofar in
Jewish worship and biblical text.

HAVDALAH
AND S’LICHOT SERVICE

Saturday, September 12, 6 pm
Our series culminates with S’lichot services
as we pray and learn about the liturgy
and structure of this beautiful penitential
service. Join the clergy team as we make
Havdalah and delve deeper. Rabbi Jessica
Graf will introduce our 2020 re-imagining
of the High Holidays, Cantor Toby Glaser
will demonstrate some traditional S’lichot
chants and melodies, and Rabbi Abby
Phelps will teach on the nature of liturgical
forgiveness.

Friday, October 2, 6 pm
Log in with Cantor Toby Glaser for Sukkot
songs and a Friday night Shabbat service
under our sukkah. Join us from home under your own sukkah. Service also led by
Rabbi Jessica Graf and Rabbi Abby Phelps.

SIMCHAT TORAH
WITH STUDIO

Sunday, October 11, 11 am
Rabbi Abby Phelps hosts a family-oriented (but open to all) digital Simchat Torah
celebration.

Groups and Classes
TALMUD WITH
RABBI ABBY PHELPS

Thursdays, 5 pm
The class is currently exploring lessons from Tractate Avodah Zarah about
responding to current-day racism and
white supremacy. Topics and themes
may change depending on participants’
interests.

EMPATHY CIRCLE

Mondays, 5 pm
Learn how empathetic listening helps
us communicate across differences and
improves our relationships to others
and ourselves. Details: Natalie Weizman,
nweizman@sherithisrael.org.

ANTIRACIST DISCUSSION GROUP
Join us for discussions about antiracism
informed by selected readings. For book
assignments, event dates and online meeting details: Stacy Passman, spassman@
gmail.com.

MEMOIR WORKSHOP

Mondays, biweekly, 3 pm
Share memories from another time,
wishes for the present and desires for the
future. Members only. Information: Gale
Gottlieb, galegott@gmail.com.

JEWISH BOOK CLUB

Mondays, monthly, 7 pm
September 21: Strangers and Cousins by
Leah Hager Cohen. Discussion facilitated
by Julie Lekach House.
October 26: Aeperigon by Colum
McCann. Discussion facilitated by
Helaine Weinstein.
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November 23: Pumpkinflowers: A Soldier’s
Story of a Forgotten War by Matti Friedman. Discussion facilitated by Adrienne
Kristine.
December 28: Kaddish.com by Nathan
Englander. Discussion facilitated by
Joan Korenman.
Contact: Julie House,
juliehousesf@gmail.com

Volunteer Opportunities
FOOD DRIVE

Sundays, through October 11
9 am–1 pm
Sherith Israel partners with the San
Francisco-Marin Food Bank to collect
canned foods for the High Holidays.
Drop off in front of Newman Hall with
David Bolaffi.

HAMOTZI & CHICKEN SOUPERS
HaMotzi:
Sundays, 9:30 am–12:30 pm
Chicken Soupers:
Sundays, monthly, noon–3 pm
October 4, November 1, December 6
Newman Hall
HaMotzi volunteers make a difference by
preparing meals for two San Francisco
shelters. Chicken Soupers cook and
deliver meals for clients of Jewish Family
and Children’s Services once a month.
Stuck at home? Bake cookies, brownies or
other treats. Contact: Nancy Sheftel-Gomes,
hamotzi@sherithisrael.org, to shop, pick up
donations, cook or deliver.

CHESED COMMITTEE

We support one another during times
of need, celebration or transition. The
Chesed Committee invites you to sustain
the warmth and inclusiveness we value
at Sherith Israel. If you or someone you
know in the congregation can benefit from
support, contact Nia Taylor, ntaylor@
sherithisrael.org. If you can offer food,
supplies or phone support, contact Janet
Parker, jparkersf@gmail.com.

SOCIAL ACTION COMMITTEE

Help get out the vote, support immigrants
and refugees, and advocate for senior and
homeless housing. Contact Karen Alschuler,
kalschuler@gmail.com, or Stacy Passman,
spassman@gmail.com.

HIGH HOLIDAYS Coming together—separately
In these challenging times, High Holiday services seek to recreate the intimacy and
community that are the centerpiece of the Days of Awe. As our homes become our
personal sanctuaries—our own private mishkans—hearing the traditional prayers
and melodies will bring us together with the entire Sherith Israel community.

All events are online; there
will be no in-person events
at the synagogue.

EREV ROSH HASHANAH
FRIDAY, SEPT. 18

Torah Study/
Afternoon programs

YOM KIPPUR DAYTIME SERVICES
MONDAY, SEPT. 28

1–2 pm: Torah Study with
Rabbi Abby Phelps

9:30 am: Family Service

5:30 pm: Tot Yontif for children ages 5
and under and their families

3 pm: Rosh Hashanah challah
demonstration with Gordon Gladstone

1–2 pm: Torah Study

Service Schedule

7:30 pm: Evening Service

ROSH HASHANAH
MORNING SERVICES
SATURDAY, SEPT. 19
9:30 am: Family Service

KOL NIDRE—EREV YOM KIPPUR
SUNDAY, SEPT. 27
5:30 pm: Tot Yontif for children ages 5
and under and their families
7:30 pm: Evening Service

10:30 am: Morning Service (all ages)
2:30–3:30 pm: Social Action overview:
Learn about opportunities to get
involved in repairing the world
3:30 pm: Healing Service led by Ruth
Auerbach and Shira Shore, featuring
piano by music director Jonathan
Dimmock.

10:30 am: Morning Service (all ages)

5 pm: Yizkor

Tashlich: To be determined depending
on San Francisco Health Orders in
September

5:45–6:45 pm: Ne’ilah (Closing the
Gates) and Havdalah

Registration
All High Holiday services are free. For security, registration for
members and nonmembers is required. Thank you for understanding.

To register visit:
www.sherithisrael.org/highholidays

High Holiday FAQs
Q. I’m a member (and have been for a long time). Why do I
have to register?
A. We ask everyone to register as a security measure and so
that we have the best email to send you the link for services.
We will send all of our members the link at their email on file
right before services as well.
Q. Where are services being held?
A. Services will be entirely online. The County of San Francisco
is not allowing indoor religious ceremonies. We want you to
stay healthy.

Q. Can I include my friends, cousins, grandparents and
family? What does that cost?
A. Yes, services are open to all. We ask that all our nonmember guests consider a donation to help Sherith Israel thrive
now and in the years to come.
Q. How can I get a prayerbook?
A. We will mail abbreviated prayerbooks to all our member
households. We will also post the PDF version on our website.
In addition, you can purchase the full High Holiday prayerbook we use from CCAR Press. There are various formats,
including one for Kindle readers.

Q. Who is leading services?
A. The main service will be led by Rabbi Jessica Graf and Cantor Toby Glaser. Rabbi Abby Phelps will lead family services.
Smaller activities and services have a variety of leaders.

Q. Will this be on Zoom? Where is the link?
A. In order to provide the best sound and video, we are using
a different platform. Once you register, you will get the link via
email.

Q. Can I come and sit in the balcony and promise not to
sing, talk or cough?
A. No. For your safety and ours, only staff will be present during recording.

Q. Where can I get one of those great Jewish calendars
that you have each year?
A. We have them in the office. Someone is available in the
office most days Monday–Friday, but please call ahead if you
are making a trip across town.

Q. You said “recording.” Does that mean that services
won’t be live?
A. In order to keep our staff, clergy and musicians safe, we are
recording many parts of the services in advance. This will allow everyone to experience services in our historic sanctuary
and stay healthy.

Q. I donated for a listing in the Memorial Book. How can I
get a copy?
A. Memorial books will be mailed with the prayerbooks in early September. We will also post a PDF version on our website.
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CSICONGREGATION SHERITH ISRAEL
Bringing light in so many ways

PROFILE: ALAN MIRVISS AND DIANE FELLMAN
Sherith Israel thrives because of its
strong tradition of voluntarism. The annual Ner Tamid (“eternal light”) award
recognizes that tradition by honoring
a person whose time and talents have
benefited the Sherith Israel community.
To call this year’s recipient, Alan Mirviss, an eternal light is a fitting tribute,
because Alan has used his talents to illuminate the community in so many ways.
A board member and chair of the infrastructure committee, Alan keeps a
keen eye on what needs to be fixed or
improved around the synagogue. Then
he works out an action plan and builds
a team to do the job—or does it himself.
He’s always eager to attract new volunteers with useful trade skills. Alan also
serves on the board’s finance and membership committees.
Most recently, Alan was literally a bringer of light. Along with Charley Stern and
Greg Tolson, he coordinated the replacement of the aging overhead fluorescent
lights in Newman Hall with bright, new,
energy-efficient LED lighting. Earlier,
Alan drew on his experience as a project
management professional specializing
in IT consulting to upgrade our network
and modernize and expand our WiFi
coverage.

Alan’s enhancement of Sherith Israel’s
technological capability will be on display during our virtual High Holiday
services. He improved the video and
audio systems in the main sanctuary so
Cantor Toby Glaser and music director
Jonathan Dimmock can synchronize
their music during livestreamed services.
Alan and his wife, Diane Fellman, also
helped streamline Cantor Glaser’s first
weeks in San Francisco this summer,
welcoming him into their home until he
could find his own place. “Alan is the
consummate team player,” Rabbi Abby
Phelps says. “He’s got a hand in every
deeply helpful but unpretentious part of
keeping the temple going.”
Alan and Diane have helped sustain
Sherith Israel since they and their children Isaac and Lillian first came to the
synagogue 25 years ago. “Being in the
sanctuary is so moving,” says Diane,
who recently retired as an attorney specializing in alternative energy and currently serves on the California Wildfire
Safety Advisory Board. At Sherith Israel
she serves on the Hills of Eternity cemetery board.
Alan is also a visible face of the congregation. He’s a regular greeter at Shabbat
services, and often hands prayerbooks
to congregants with a smile and a warm
greeting. “Handing out books is a way
to see the people coming in. I want to
be there. I want to see my friends
and acquaintances and hear
their simchas.”
As anyone who has met
him at High Holiday
services knows, Alan
is literally well-suited
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people

for his role as greeter. He’s the dapper
man in the crisply tailored white linen
suit, a cheerful sight the congregation
will miss this year of virtual services.
One recurring simcha for Alan and Diane is their shared love of Torah chanting. Diane, a bat mitzvah when girls
were not allowed to read Torah, became
interested in learning the weekly Torah
parshiot and related trope markings. Before long, Alan, an adult bar mitzvah
at Sherith Israel, joined her, under the
guidance of Jacalyn Kornblatt, the leader of Sh’ma Koleynu, CSI’s lay-led Shabbat-morning service. Before Covid-19
paused our Saturday morning minyan,
Alan and Diane were part of a regular
group of congregants who volunteer to
chant each week.
“Torah is a living liturgy,” Diane says.
“It’s very spiritual for me to have a connection to the words of the Torah and
bring them to people attending services.”
Adds Alan, “I enjoy being able to take
out the Torah and chant from it, helping keep the tradition alive.” Alan did
not have a religious upbringing, but his
great-uncle was a cantor in Fresno, his
great-grandfather a rabbi in Minneapolis.
For Alan and Diane, building and sustaining the Sherith Israel community is
critical. “What keeps us who we are at
Sherith Israel,” says Alan, “is the membership—people who share values. We
are a community that welcomes everyone. All you have to do is walk through
the door.”
When you do walk through the door
once again, there’s a good chance Alan
will be one of the first to greet you. n

GREETINGS: Alan Mirviss and Diane Fellman are
regulars at Kabbalat Shabbat. Most Fridays when we
are in the sanctuary, Alan hands out prayerbooks with
a big smile and a hearty “Shabbat Shalom.” He is also
responsible for many of the IT upgrades around Sherith
Israel, allowing us to connect online when we can’t be
together in the sanctuary.

CSI
news nosh

I

t’s September and our thoughts turn
to the beginning of school, in person
or virtual. Congrats to our new CSI
high-school students: Zack Bayrer,
Balboa; Gabe Benjamin, Galileo; Paige
Clancy, Wallenberg; Joseph Dohan and
Ayelet Passman-LaPushin, Gateway;
Henry Flaherman, University; Tatum
Himelstein and Dahlia Kelly, Lowell;
and Maddy Krantz, Lincoln.
CSI college freshmen include Abraham
Baldonado, Temple University; Rosie
Bell, UC Berkeley; Asher Etlin, Tulane;
Abe Feldman, University of Kansas; Ollie Feldman, Lewis and Clark; and Jake
Himelstein, Haas School of Business at
UC Berkeley. May you all have a good
year at home or on campus…

L

K

udos to Jeni Markowitz Clancy,
former early childhood staff member and current CSI member, on receiving a 2020 Helen Diller Family Educator
Award from the Jewish Community
Federation for her work as Jewish family programs and engagement manager
at the Peninsula JCC in Foster City …

P

roud parent Craig Etlin shared
with friends that his son Asher just
released his first album, Antiquities.
“He has been working on it for about
a year,” notes Craig. “He wrote all the
pieces, and plays all the saxophone and
guitar parts.” He is joined by friends on
piano, bass and drums. Mom Erin
Gordon and grandparents Sheila and
Alan Gordon are also kvelling. You can
find the album and liner notes at
linktr.ee/antiquities...

et’s not forget the kindergarten
class. Ari Graf follows in her mom’s
footsteps at The Hamlin School this
fall. Ira Barton-Elson is starting Flynn
Elementary; Eloise Gorman, SF Friends;
Ashland Johnson, McKinley; Hailey
Keith, Miraloma Elementary; Logan
Klein, Sherman Elementary; Maya
Klein, Claire Lilienthal; Roxanne Schiff,
Live Oak; and Everly Zier, SF Day…

lso releasing an album this spring,
Hebrew teacher and musician Noa
Levy—You, Me & Cole, celebrating the
Cole Porter songbook with a 21st-century approach. She had to cancel her
tour due to Covid, but the album, a duet
with bassist Shimpei Ogawa, is available at noalevylive.com…

S

A

tudio teachers also have good news
to share. Congrats to teacher Ana
Dillman, who will be working at SF
Montessori School this year. And Chloé
Erdan (returning for her fifth year at
CSI) is starting a masters in speech
pathology through Emerson University’s
online program…

M

azel tov to CSI membership chair
Christina Jefferson. Christina,
senior manager of inclusion and diversity at Sephora USA, was named to the
board of directors of the Jewish Community Relations Council, where she
joins CSI members David Newman and
Bruce Fisher in the important work of
being the public affairs arm of the organized Jewish community…

A

nd jazz and blues vocalist Kim Nalley released her latest album, Lullabies for My Daughters, dedicated to her
daughters, Studio students Lydia Lewis
(3rd grade) and Kalley Lewis (Pre-K).
Kim, who is also pursuing a PhD in history at UC Berkeley, calls it the perfect
choice for listeners of all ages to chill
during these difficult days. You can find
it at kimnalley.com/music…

S

ince July 31 when Cantor Toby
Glaser joined CSI, his mom Kathy
Laster has joined the congregation for
Shabbat services via Zoom from Melbourne, Australia—evening services for
us and morning services for her. Since
services and Torah Study have been on
Zoom, we’ve also welcomed Dr. Ellen
Weiss Phelps and Roger Phelps, Rabbi

Abby Phelps’ parents from Seattle,
along with Rabbi Jessica Graf’s parents, longtime congregants Monica and
Alan Zimmerman. Zoom makes it easy
to include the whole family…

C

SI’s get-out-the-vote team got together for a virtual cocktail party
and pep rally. In attendance were Karen
Alschuler, Catherine Bergstrom, Diane
Fellman and Alan Mirviss, Velia Frost,
Steve Garber, Allison Green, Gerald
Harris, Evelyn Manies, David Newman, Janet Parker, Terrie Raphael, Roz
and Greg Tolson and Fred Waldman.
They were joined by Judith Bolker, the
San Francisco regional coordinator for
Reclaim our Vote…

W

hen CSI conversion mentor Susan
Borkin read Dawn Kepler’s story
in the J. Weekly, entitled “I Can’t Finish My Conversion During Covid,” she
wanted to offer another perspective.
“We are the can-do congregation with
an excellent program, terrific clergy and
dedicated volunteer mentors,” she told
the Newsnosher as she described the recent conversion of Rika Abbir. Rika had
a serious beit din led by Cantor David
Frommer via Zoom before he moved.
Two days later, with the city’s mikvah
closed, Rika, Susan and Rabbi Jessica
Graf headed down to the San Francisco
Marina for a memorable—and kosher—dunk in the bay. Rika may have
been the first, but she’s not the only
conversion student to brave the cold
bay to become Jewish during Covid.
Konstantin Antonovich, accompanied
by his mentor Lisa Erdberg and Rabbi
Graf, also went to the mikvah in the bay
when he chose Judaism this summer.
Rika and Konstantin, welcome to Judaism and CSI. n

By the News Nosher, aka Ellen Newman.
Please send bits and bites of gossip to
ellennewman@earthlink.net. Be sure to
put “News Nosh” in the subject line.
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Zoom sessions prioritize safety, community-building, Hebrew and play

STUDIO MEETS CHALLENGES OF COVID-19
August 23 marked back-to-Studio and
a new approach to Sherith Israel’s education program for kids pre-K through
high school. Studio is responding to the
ongoing Covid-19 pandemic with carefully thought-out online learning. Rabbi
Abby Phelps, Sherith Israel’s rabbi educator, designed the new school year to
deliver from day one.
Taking Studio online via Zoom last
spring presented a big test to Rabbi
Phelps, youth program manager Natalie
Weizman and Studio’s teaching staff.
They adapted quickly and learned a great
deal over the summer so they could get
Studio’s fall semester off to a good start.
“It’s a huge challenge to maintain community digitally and pursue meaningful
learning,” says Rabbi Phelps. “But it has
been fun to discover and experiment.
This summer, we learned a lot about collaborative processes in distance learning

and how to achieve a sense of intimacy through the screen. Students know
they’re being seen and heard. They’re
staying connected.”
Studio’s core programming continues
on Sunday mornings. It begins with a
one-hour session for younger grades followed by 30 minutes of all-Studio T’filah
and then a one-hour session for older
grades. Hebrew is incorporated into
these sessions, and all students have
access to ability-appropriate Hebrew enrichment. Beginning after the High Holidays, students in grades 3–7 will also
enjoy optional electives, including cooking, arts/making in a digital makerspace
and family text study with Rabbi Phelps.
Studio teachers are meeting the challenge of building community among
physically-distanced students by establishing class rituals, like good-morning
and goodbye songs for younger kids,

and check-ins, blessings and summaries of the day’s learning for older students. “Rituals help kids transition from
their homes into shared virtual space,”
says Rabbi Phelps. Programs are a bit
shorter to match Zoom attention spans.
Since students aren’t moving around in
our building, teachers are also including
movement as part of their lessons.
Studio’s online format offers new opportunities. New digital educational tools
include Let’s Learn Hebrew Side by Side,
a self-paced, mentor-led program for
learning the Aleph-Bet that allows Rabbi
Phelps to track each student’s progress.
Book Creator enables students to collaborate on creating beautiful digital books.
Being home means children can invite
each other more deeply into their lives.
A student can show classmates a project that might never be brought to the
synagogue or a favorite piece of family
Studio continues, page 13

CSI program a model for outreach during Covid

SHABBOX OF SHALOM SPREADS SHABBAT CHEER FOR TEENS
With school and social activities disrupted, teen’s lives have been upended
by the Covid-19 pandemic like nothing
we have seen for decades. To help our
Sherith Israel teens stay connected and
to give them an opportunity to reflect
on their experiences, Natalie Weizman,
youth programs manager, and teen educator Kaitlin Wahl developed Shabbox
of Shalom, an innovative digital crafting experience for incoming eighth to
twelfth graders.
Shabbox of Shalom is a subscription
craft box and book club for which students sign up and opt in. Grants from the
Jewish Studio Project and Jewish Learning Works helped defray costs.
“The learning experience focuses on
intention-setting and reflection,” says
Natalie. “The initial box includes a journal so students can document what it
was like to be a teen during the Covid
summer of 2020.” That first box also
included the book Everyday Holiness
by Alan Morinis, a book based on the
Jewish spiritual path of Mussar, a set
of teachings for cultivating personal
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growth. “Every chapter spotlights a Jewish value. Our teens learn that not everything in life is black and white. Things
are more nuanced than that.”
Natalie adds that studying Mussar helps
students have epiphanies about who they
are. “Working through the book brings
up feelings that help them grow, so that
ultimately they feel comfortable with the
life decisions they make.” That’s a lot of
learning from a craft project that also offers lots of fun.
The first box contained fabric, rice and
essential oils for hand warming heat
packs that can fit in a hoodie pocket.
Other crafts include facial masks for
an in-home spa experience and shower
streamers that release essentials oils in
the shower—helpful for clearing sinuses
affected by smoky air from Northern
California’s fires. Students also made
gratitude jars and started vegetable gardens to learn about patience.
Separate-but-together Zoom Shalom sessions give everyone a chance to learn
and craft together. They journal about

their readings from Everyday Holiness,
discuss their reflections and share the
intentions they want to put into their
crafts. Participants then craft together
on Zoom and show off their creations at
the end of the session.
Shabbox of Shalom has been so successful that Jewish Learning Works
asked Natalie and Kaitlin to present
the concept to other Bay Area Jewish
educators, which they did in August.
Jewish Learning Works is also planning
a case study feature for their website on
the innovative work of Sherith Israel’s
Studio programs like Shabbox of Shalom. Yasher koach to Natalie, Kaitlin and
Rabbi Abby Phelps for continuing their
innovative teaching, even during a pandemic. n
For information about joining the fall
Shabbox of Shalom series, contact Natalie Weizman, nweizman@sherithisrael.
org. The new series starts September 17.
If you are new to Shabbox, the first box is
$45; subsequent boxes are $36. Interested
adults can also contact Natalie. Scholarships are available.

STUDIO, from page 12
Judaica. Kids can also transform their
living spaces through projects like building pillow-fort sukkot.
Most of Studio’s staff—a “dream
team”—has returned. “I’m so grateful
for our amazing teachers,” says Rabbi
Phelps. “They’re enthused and taking
the shift to online learning in stride.” In
addition to Rabbi Phelps, who teaches
grades 10–12, and Natalie (grades 1–2
and 7), they include Chloé Erdan, (PreK–K), Lea Loeb (grades 3–5), Noa Levy
(grade 6), Kaitlin Wahl (grades 8–9),
and art specialist Ana Dillman.

CSI continues to invest in Studio staff’s
professional development. From August
4–6, teachers participated in online
workshops about best practices in Jewish distance learning helmed by Jewish
educator and Covenant Award recipient
Beverly Socher-Lerner. The staff also
attend ongoing in-house meetings and
learning sessions.
Of course, everyone at Studio misses being together physically, not least Rabbi
Phelps and the Studio staff. But Rabbi
Phelps points out that distance learning
can be good for kids who aren’t outspo-

ken in a classroom or even on Zoom.
“Online learning offers more ways for
students to interact, including giving
anonymous feedback.” Some kids who
aren’t comfortable speaking out in class
enjoy using Zoom’s chat feature, polls,
and even name-changes and virtual
backgrounds to express themselves.
It is critical to continue supporting,
connecting and educating Jewish children until students can come together
again at the synagogue. “We have the
tools and the will,” says Rabbi Phelps.
“Studio is serving our children well.” n

SHABBOX OF SHALOM SPARKS JOY: How could it not? A combination craft box and book group for CSI teens, it encourages
students to reflect on Jewish values and their experiences during the pandemic. Top row, l–r: Jessica Schwarz, Sylvia and Gabe
Benjamin, and Ollie and Abe Feldman show off their favorite crafts. Journaling is part of the program, as is reading Everyday
Holiness by Alan Morinis, which explores Jewish values.
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TIKKUN OLAM CORNER
CSI GOTV PROJECT REACHES THOUSANDS OF VOTERS
When Steve Garber heard that Sherith Israel was organizing
a get-out-the-vote campaign, he was all in. “Nothing makes
me angrier than voter suppression,” he says. “If one side has
a more appealing case and turns out more voters, so be it. But
trying to win by suppressing the vote is appalling.”

GETTING OUT THE VOTE: Roz Tolson is one of more than 50
Sherith Israel volunteers who have been making phone calls
and sending postcards to voters throughout the South and
Southwest. They have sent out more than 8,000 postcards
and made several hundred phone calls to help make sure
voters have the information they need to register, to vote by
mail and to find their polling places.

Although a number of Sherith Israel congregants had been involved in GOTV efforts, our formal voter outreach began in
July, when Steve, David Newman and Evelyn Manies agreed
to lead the campaign. They believed that working to register
voters in voter suppression states was an important extension
of CSI’s social action work. “Expanding access to voting is critical to fostering social justice,” David explains. “If disadvantaged groups aren’t represented, they will always depend on
others to advocate for them.“
We are working with Reclaim our Vote, a voter outreach project
of the Center for Common Ground. It partners with organizations, including the Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism
and several state NAACP offices, to reach out to minority voters
across the South and Southwest.
More than 30 households replied to email appeals and announcements at Shabbat services and Torah Study. As of late
August, CSI volunteers had sent more than 8,000 postcards to
North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida and Texas. They have
made hundreds of phone calls, including to older voters in Texas, helping them apply for vote-by-mail ballots, and to voters in
North and South Carolina, Alabama and Georgia.
For Steve, working to help people vote carries on the legacy
of Representative John Lewis, who died last July. “His story
reminds us that people risked their lives—and died—to secure
the right to vote,” Steve notes. “Sending postcards and making
phone calls is part of the same struggle.”
A generous gift from Margaret and Mel Scheinman has helped
pay for postage. Margaret and Mel lived in North Carolina for
four years and are disappointed at the state’s attempts to suppress the vote. “I think it’s important for everyone to be able to
vote,” she says.
Steve delivers postcards, stamps, addresses and labels to volunteers around San Francisco. He would love more volunteers.
For more information, contact Steve at slg0pge@yahoo.com,
David at davidmnewman@earthlink.net or Evelyn at
emanies@gmail.com.

ONGOING SOCIAL ACTION WORK
Our Social Action Shabbat on June 26 gave congregants a
chance to appreciate the full scope of our social action efforts.
Jewish Coalition for Literacy. Sherith Israel’s JCL coordinator Janet Parker reported that more than 15 congregants have
volunteered to tutor struggling readers in the public schools

over the years. She said that Covid-19’s disruptions to schools
mean that “kids need us more than ever.” Most tutors have
switched to Google and Zoom to reach the children they’re
working with, and JCL is developing more sophisticated ways
to connect tutors and children. According to Janet, “Anyone
who shows up already has the essential qualities to be an effective tutor—an open heart and a desire to help children.”
Tikkun Olam Corner continues, page 15
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PASSAGES
A hearty mazel tov to each of our families celebrating
the following simchas:

May the memory of the
righteous be for a blessing.

NEW BABIES

Henrietta Michal Abbir, mother of Rika Abbir

Asa Levi Fogg, grandchild of Cynthia and
David Zimmerman
Colette Annabelle Hopkinson, child of
	
Amelia Sperber and Michael Hopkinson
and grandchild of Mary and David Sperber
Sabrina Mills, child of Jessica and
Brandon Mills and grandchild of
Claire and Jim Davis
Carmella Renee Sinclair, grandchild of
Alexandra Morgan

B. MITZVAH

Gabe Linder, child of Christine and
Daniel Linder, June 13
Jacob Greenspan Barrett, child of
Louise Greenspan and Ben Barrett
	and grandchild of Deborah and
John Greenspan, August 22

WEDDING

Seth Rosenblatt and Juliana Brodsky

Diane Byrne, sister of Evelyn Manies

CHOOSING JUDAISM

Robert Jaffe, husband of Evelyn Jaffe, father
	of Drs. Glenn and Linda Jaffe and Terri
Lynne Jaffe, and grandfather of Aliya,
Stephanie and Michael

Rika Abbir
Konstantin Antonovich

NEW MEMBERS

Rika Abbir
Konstantin Antonovich
Zac Bloom and Kristina Bruehl
Cantor David Frommer, Rabbi Carla Fenves
and children, Aaron, Eliana and Talia
Ilana Gauss
Gabriella and Michael Makstman and
children, Avital and Rivka
Seth Rosenblatt and Juliana Brodsky

Join our Circle of Lights legacy society. Include Sherith Israel in
your estate plans.
Questions?
Contact Gordon Gladstone, executive director
415.346.1720 x25 or ggladstone@sherithisrael.org.

Judith M. Escalante Melvin, daughter-in-law of
Tasia Melvin Bartell

Congregation Sherith Israel
Hills of Eternity
Memorial Park
Traditional Ground Burial
Indoor and Garden Crypts and Niches
Convenient Pre-Need Payment Plans Available

Susan Solomon, Executive Director
1299 El Camino Real, Colma
Tel 650.755.4700

www.jewishcemeteries-sf.org

TIKKUN OLAM CORNER, from page 12
HaMotzi/Chicken Soupers. Covid-19
hasn’t slowed our two programs that
feed the hungry but has required adjustments. According to Nancy SheftelGomes, many of our usual volunteers
were in high-risk groups, so we needed
to recruit new cooks. We also had to retool our procedures, reducing the number of cooks in the kitchen and implementing rigorous Covid-19 protocols.
Some suppliers stopped providing food,
but other new sources arose. And, Nancy noted, “Sherith Israel bakes.” Boxes
of homemade cookies and breads are
dropped off or picked up every week.
“Baking is a way to participate without
leaving home.”
Immigration. For social action co-chair
Karen Alschuler, Sherith Israel’s immigration work “gives life to a vision

of welcoming the stranger.” Our team
now includes more than 20 congregants,
who have made more than 60 court
visits to accompany immigrants and refugees. We have also connected with the
Interfaith Movement for Human Integrity’s Nueva Esperanza Accompaniment
Team, which supports families caught in
the immigration system. Working with
the Episcopal Church of Saint Mary the
Virgin, we have been supporting the
Avila family from Honduras. The whole
family—Audenis, his wife Olimpia, and
one-year-old Alexandria—joined us for
the Social Action Shabbat.
Other initiatives. Social action cochair Stacy Passman said the committee is planning a family trip—following
the pandemic—to the Legacy Museum in
Mobile, Alabama. We are also continuing

our advocacy work with Reform CA, led
by former Sherith Israel rabbi Julie SaxeTaller, with an emphasis on re-envisioning public safety and voter registration.
The breadth of our social action program
is a source of naches for our clergy. Rabbi Abby Phelps called it “a blessing to
serve a community that is this active in
trying to repair the world.” Rabbi Jessica
Graf recalled Abraham Joshua Heschel’s
description of marching with Martin Luther King at Selma as “praying with his
feet.” “Our congregants are praying with
their hands, their eyes, their mouths and
their hearts.”
For more information or to volunteer:
Karen Alschuler at kalschuler@gmail.
com or Stacy Passman at spassman@
gmail.com. n
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at SHERITH ISRAEL

EXPERIENCE THE MAJESTY OF TRADITIONS OLD AND NEW
As always, the High Holidays offer the Sherith Israel
community the opportunity to reset and enrich our souls.
Our online services will reach out from our magnificent
sanctuary to wherever you are. And may 5781 bring us
together again.
For a schedule of High Holiday services and events, see page 9.

